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We show that under mild conditions the joint densities px,, ,x, (x,, ,x,) of the general 
discrete time stochastic process X,, on I can be computed via 
px,, ,x.,(x I,..., ~,,)=11~,T(x,)..~. T(x,,)ll* ‘,‘-/ ” ‘. 1 -1 
where qc is in a Hilbert space Z, and T(x), x E I are linear operators on K. We then show how 
the Central Limit Theorem can 
$ 
asily be derived from such representations. 
‘iS(, ;; ; 
Hilbert space representation * central limirtheorem * -discrete time process 
In Johnson [2], we showed that the general discrete time stochastic process X,, 
on a measure space (2, 9, p) can be represented via 
P,(Xl, . . . > xn) = cpT(x,) . . . u&l)P* 
where pV is the joint density of X,, . . . , X,, with respect to the product measure 
/_Lu.* ,Xp on Zx*..XE, 9X, . . X 9, Q, is a linear space containing cp, T(x), 
x E % are linear operators on @ and p” is a linear functional on @. One problem 
with such a representation is that it is difficult to determine which cp E @ yield 
nonnegative p+,. In this paper we describe one way to solve this problem. We show 
that under mild conditions the densities of the general discrete time stochastic 
process can be written via 
P,(Xl, . . ., xn) = Il~T(X,). . . w%)ll’ 
where cp E %‘, a Hilbert space, and T(x), x E 2 are linear operators on X We also 
show how the Central Limit theorem can easily be derived from such representations. 
These representations of a stochastic process are patterned on the quantum 
mechanical model where, with probability density I/ cpT(x) ]12, one unit of time elapses 
and then an observable takes on the value x resulting in the quantum mechanical 
state of the system shifting from cp to cpT(x)/ II pT(x) (I. As time elapses and observa- 
tions are made, the joint probability density of the first n observations is then 
Pp(&,..., %I) = IlvT(x,) * . . ~bn)ll’. 
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In the following three theorems we show: that Hilbert space representations exist, 
how to easily construct examples and the central limit theorem. 
Existence Theorem. Let X,, n = 1,2, . be a stochastic process on (2, 9, t_~) with joint 
densityp(x ,,..., x,) ofX ,,..., X,withrespecttot_~~...~~onE~~‘.~S?. If,for 
eachx,,..., x, and y,, . . , yn in 2’ 
lim .. 
N+cc J J JP(XI> ‘. ,xm,5,,...,5N)p(y,,...,yn,5,,...,5N)~(d5,)...~(d5N) 9 1x 
exists and is finite, then there exists a Hilbert space %Z, a family of linear operators 
T(x), x E 2? on 2? and a point cp E SY such that 
P(Xl, ‘. ., x,1 = lIv’i’-(x,) . . . T(x,,)Ij’. 
Proof. Let cp be the function mapping the finite union of product spaces Bu 
(2’ x 2) u = UF=, 2”’ into the real numbers where 
cp(Xl, ‘. ., &I =Jp(x,, “. ,%). 
Let XC, be the smallest linear space of such functions which is closed under the 
linear operators T(x), x E 27 where 
(cpT(x))(x,, . . , x,1 = cp(x, XI,. . , x,). 
Define an inner product on X0 via 
($,, 4,)= lim J J . 9,(x,, . . . , xn)+Ax,, . . , x,)pL(dx,) . . p(h). n-r ) I 
Now complete X0 to yield SY and the theorem is proved. 
Construction Theorem. Let E be a Hilbert space on which are dejined bounded linear 
operators T(x), x t 2?, T( .) E Y2(2?, 9, TV) and a continuous linearfunctional m*. Let 
Fand (m*, m*) be the linear operators and functional on the tensor product Hilbert 
space 2?0 X defined by 
3= T(x)@ T(x)p(dx), J (cp@4,)(m*, m*) = (cpm*)( $m*). 
If lim,,., .Y”(m”, m”) = pm exists then we can de$ne 
(9, ti)=(cpo(L)P* 
and for any initial cp E 2Y with 11 cp II = I, (X, T( . ), cp) is the Hilbert space representation 
of a stochastic process. 
Proof. We need only show that the densities 
P‘p(X,,...r x,1 = IIvUx,) . . . T(x,)ll’ 
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are consistent. That is to say, that 
J Pa(Xl,. . ., x,)p(dx,) =pp(x,, . . . , X,-I). Y
But since Yp* =p* we have 
J P~(xI,. . . > x,)cL(dxn) iv 
= J ,w Ilcpnx,). . . %Jll’/4kJ 
= J (cpT(x,). . . T(A), cpT(x,). * . Vxn))pu(dxn) I 
= J (cpT(x,). . . j’-(x,)OqT(x,). . . T(xn))p*~.(dx,) z- 
= (cpT(x,) . . . 7-(x,-,)OpT(x,) . . . T(X,-,))Q* 
= (cpT(x,) . . . nxn-l)OPT(x,). * . nxn-,))P* 
= IlcpUx,) . . . wL,w=P,h~~~, %I) 
and the proof is completed. 
Central Limit theorem. Suppose that (R, T( . ), cp) is the Hilbert space representation 
of a stochastic process with T( * ) E Lf2(S?, 5, p) for each x E Z?. If F(u), u E R ’ and 
p* are the linear operators and linear functional on the tensor product Hilbert space 
XC+ X de$ned by 
(cpO~)~(u) = [ eiucicx) cpT(x)O$T(x)p(dx), (cp@(L)P*=(‘p,4) 
and if R(& 0) = [(I - F(O)]-’ is analytic except forjinitely many poles in )[I < 1 and 
a single pole of order 1 at .$ = 1 with 
R(-“=iy([-l)R(&O) and R’“‘=l;l~$(S-l)R(5,0) 
+ 
and ifcy can be chosen so that R (-‘)$‘)R(-‘)= 0, then we have 
(_y(X,) 
3 
= cpR(-‘)euZHp* 
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Proof 
E, ew iu-j=Li!, CY(~,) [ 1 
x(cpUx,) . . -T(xn)@vT(x,). . Vx,))p*p(dx,) . . . l*(dx,) 
=(cpOp)Y 7 “p*. ( ) n 
To find lim,,, .Y(u/Jn)” we let C be a circle in the complex plane containing 1 
but no other poles of R(& 0) and proceed as in [3] to get, using the Taylor and 
Laurent series expansions for 5(u) and R( 5, 0), 
F(u)-.T(O)=C uksTck', T--(k'=O if k<l, 
k 
R(.$,O)=C([-l)'R"', R"'=O if I<-1 
I 
where Yck’ and R"' are bounded linear operators on X82?, 
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k,+...+k 
I((- l)‘,+...+‘~+,R(‘,‘~(k,) . . . R”,‘y-‘k~‘R”,+,‘d,$ 
=R(-l)+!&jg, ,.I, , / 
I I...., I,+, 
“(g+k, ; n 
\-I,-. . .-b+, 
= R’-I’+ f (“)‘II’ = ~‘-1’ eu’H 
,=, i! 
- 
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